Mini Charm Wall Pocket

Contrary to its name, this quilted storage is actually big on charm! But with the right tools, it takes just a
little time.
Created by: Amy Ellis with Amyscreativeside.com
Materials:









Baby Lock Quilting Machine
Madeira Thread
1/4” Quilting Guide Foot (BLSO-QGF)
Mini Charm Pack or (36) 2 2/12” squared
1/4” yard coordinating fabric
Ultra-soft Fusible (BLC204)
10” Wooden Hand Embroidery Hoop
Hot Glue Gun
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Iron & Ironing Board

Cutting:



From coordinating fabric, cut 2 rectangles 6 ½”x 12 ½”
From the Ultra-soft Fusible cut: 1 rectangle 6”x12” and 1 square 12”x12”

Instructions:
1. Layout six rows of six mini charm squares. Sew the rows together using ¼” seam
allowances, and press the seam allowances in alternative directions from row to row.
2. Sew the rows together, matching and nesting seams as you work. Press the seam
allowances in one direction.
3. Steam the 12” piece of fusible to the center back of the pieced square.
4. Quilt through the pieced top and fusible, as you like. I quilted the diagonals through the
center of each square.
5. Steam the remaining piece of fusible to the wrong side of one 6 ½”x12 ½” rectangle.
6. Sew the 6 ½”x12 ½” rectangles together. Right sides together, on the long edge, to make
the pocket.
7. Press the pieces over the seam allowance, and top stitch in place.
8. Layer the pocket over the pieced square, and over the inner circle of the embroidery
hoop. Open the clamp as wide as possible, and carefully push it over the layers of fabric.
It took me a couple tries to have all the pieces in place how I wanted them, small
adjustments are key.
9. Once you are pleased with the placement, trim away all but ½” of overhang. Turn to the
back and hot glue to the embroidery hoop to secure.

For other exciting projects like this one, visit our websites at www.babylock.com or www.totallystitchin.net
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